
 

Trump, carbon neutrality and the next phase of business
sustainability

The Trump administration appears to be moving in one direction on the issue of climate change with the appointment of
climate skeptic Scott Pruitt to head up the Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and a transition team led by and
stacked with fossil fuel interests.

Google last week announced that it is on target to power its operations 100 percent by renewable energy, an example of businesses trying to
change the energy system. Pixabay

Yet many within corporate America are heading in another direction. Consider Kevin Butt, regional environmental
sustainability director for Toyota Motor North America, and his charge to take the company “beyond zero environmental
impact” by reducing and eventually eliminating CO₂ emissions from vehicle operation, manufacturing, materials production
and energy sources by 2050.

This type of effort is not as crazy as it may seem. Solutions to climate change require new types of aggressive thinking.
While global treaties to reduce greenhouse gas emissions are important, they are not enough. Eventually society has to go
carbon neutral, and then it has to go carbon negative.

The ultimate responsibility for making this shift is falling first and foremost on business. Companies are developing the next
buildings we live and work in, the clothes we wear, the food we eat, the forms of mobility we employ and the energy
systems that propel them. With their unmatched powers of ideation, production and distribution, business is the only entity
that can bring the change we need. Indeed, if there are no solutions coming from the business world, there will be no
solutions at the necessary scale.

While business has been addressing sustainability challenges since the 1990s, and climate change since the 2000s, the
focus of this effort is now at an inflection point, as Toyota’s “beyond zero impact” effort shows. Rather than looking to
government for solutions, many businesses are taking responsibility for climate change seriously and changing the system
on their own.

Business sustainability 1.0: Enterprise integration

Over the past quarter-century, companies have framed environmental sustainability as a market shift that fits into the
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existing ways of managing a business, an approach that we at the Erb Institute call Enterprise Integration. The notion is that
key business constituents bring sustainability to the business through existing corporate functions, thereby making it a
strategic concern.

For example, Whirlpool is innovating on appliance energy efficiency, not because of corporate social responsibility, but
because it has watched energy efficiency move from number 10 or 12 in consumer priorities in the 1980s to number three,
behind cost and performance. And it expects those concerns will continue to grow. Similarly, most auto companies are
moving into hybrid and electric drivetrains because they see electrification as the future of the sector.

Like Toyota and its hybrid Prius program, GM invested in electric cars such as the Chevy Volt (seen here in production) to be part of the auto industry’s move to electrification, not
solely to meet government mandates.Jim Merithew/Wired.com, CC BY-NC

To make the business case, companies turn to traditional sources and motivations. Once insurance companies apply
sustainability pressures on the business, the issue becomes one of risk management. From competitors, it becomes an
issue of strategic direction. From investors and banks, it becomes an issue of capital acquisition and cost of capital. From
suppliers and buyers, it becomes an issue of supply chain logistics. From consumers, it becomes an issue of market
demand.

Put in such terms, much of the specific language of sustainability recedes, being replaced by the core language of
standard business strategy. As such, companies can remain agnostic about the science of particular issues (such as
climate change) but still recognize their importance as business concerns. In doing so, they are turning the false dichotomy
between the economy and the environment on its head.

Indeed, recent surveys show that 85 percent of business executives believe that climate change is real (well above the
national average of 64 percent) and more than 90 percent of CEOs believe that sustainability in general is important to a
company’s profits. This leads more businesses to develop sustainability strategies, create positions like chief sustainability
officer to carry them out and publish annual reports on sustainability to track and share the results. This is the first model of
business sustainability and it would seem to be setting us on a path to becoming more sustainable.

But, not so fast.

As promising as these developments are, our world continues to become less, not more, sustainable, and the nature of the
problems we face are markedly different than they were in the 1990s. To mark this shift, scientists have proposed that we
have left the Holocene and entered the Anthropocene, a new geologic epoch that acknowledges that humans are now a
significant operating force within the Earth’s ecosystems.

Recognition of the Anthropocene has broad implications for how we think about business sustainability. Rather than fitting
sustainability into the existing models of the market, we must now recognize that the market is taking control of natural
systems with potentially catastrophic consequences. Climate change, ozone depletion, droughts, wildfires, food insecurity,
water scarcity and the social unrest that results all point to a fundamental system failure created by our market (and
political) institutions.
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As a result, the first phase of business sustainability – integrating these practices within core corporate functions – is
inadequate for the scope of the issues we now face. Using this model, we are slowing the velocity at which we are
approaching a system collapse, but we are not averting that eventual outcome. A new model of thinking is emerging.

Sustainability 2.0: Market transformation

The next mode of business sustainability, which we call market transformation, involves corporations making systemic
changes in the business environment. It sees the corporation as a positive force in society, ameliorating our legacy of harm
and mitigating the impacts from a global population expected to reach nine billion by 2050.

We can already see some of the elements of this shift coming into view. Here are some core tenets of this change to
creating sustainability:

Different from the Reagan years

These are just some of the emergent notions of a new framework for corporate sustainability. Companies are altering the
systems in which they operate, driving entire industries toward a set of market rules that bring us toward a sustainable
future.

So, while President-elect Trump’s approach to the EPA bears similarities to President Reagan‘s attempts to roll back
environmental regulations in the 1980s, and likely faces a similar backlash, there is one big difference; some of that
backlash will come from businesses who are leading on greenhouse gas reductions and renewable energy and not fighting
government-led environmental policies as they did in the 1980s. To get a sense of the shifting economic landscape, jobs in
the clean energy sector exceeded those in oil drilling for the first time in 2016 and continue to grow. Indeed, many within
these and other sectors are already pushing back on Trump’s dismissal of climate change and continuing with strategies of
their own.

They will do this with, or without, the cooperation of governments and their political shifts back and forth on these critical
issues.

Focus on the system. The notion of an energy company installing a windfarm and calling itself sustainable makes no
empirical sense. A more sustainable energy system incorporates the whole grid, encompassing generation,
transmission, distribution, use and mobility. Google, for example, plans to run all of its data centers entirely from
renewable energy by 2017. This goes far beyond a token commitment, creating a hedge against future energy
volatility by changing the overall energy system on which the company depends.
Involve the entire supply chain. Systemic approaches to business sustainability require a broader consideration of
operations and supply chain logistics, using concepts such as life cycle analysis, industrial ecology and the circular
economy to reduce material and energy use among all the constituents in the supply chain.
The government as collaborator. Since the days of Adam Smith, government has been the arbiter of the market,
helping to set the rules in the service of humans and adapting to changes as needed. You can’t price-fix, you can’t
collude, you can’t sell drugs; we accept these as rules of the market. In the future, the market will restrict (or
eliminate) the emission of greenhouse gases as a way to promote economic growth, not hinder it. Forward-thinking
companies seek ways to constructively participate in policy formation.
Questioning our standard models and metrics. Ultimately, market transformation is prompting a reexamination of the
models now used to understand and explain the market, such as neoclassical economics and principal-agent theory.
Both of these are built on rather dismal simplifications of human beings as largely untrustworthy and driven by
avarice, greed and short-term thinking. Anyone in business will tell you that their motivations and resultant strategies
are far more complex. For example, some, like former GE CEO Jack Welch, are questioning the assumption that the
singular purpose of the corporation is to make money for its shareholders.
As these models are questioned, new ones are emerging, from regenerative capitalism to collaborative consumption,
from conflict-free sourcing to the sharing economy.
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For example, Toyota, in its effort to go carbon-neutral, must think systemically and include many partners, just as Tesla is
doing as it challenges the calculus for electric cars sector-wide. To enact system-wide change, companies are also
working with governments to phase out heat-trapping HFC chemicals, set new efficiency standards on trucks, establish
transparency rules on conflict minerals or participate in negotiations on a global climate change agreement. Examples of
companies doing it on their own include changes in the supply chain on rubber or the reduction (even elimination) of
antibiotics in chicken.

In each of these cases, companies are stepping into, in the words of Unilever CEO Paul Polman, “a very interesting period
in history where the responsible business world is running ahead of the politicians” and taking on a broader role to “serve
society.”
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